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Abstract
The algebra of M-nets, a high-level class of labelled Petri nets, was introduced in order to cope
with the size problem of the low-level Petri box calculus, especially when applied as semantical
domain for parallel programming languages. General, unrestricted and parameterised re nement
and recursion operators, allowing to represent the (possibly recursive and concurrent) procedure
call mechanism, are introduced into the M-net calculus.
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1. Introduction and motivation
The algebra of Petri boxes ([7,6,3,4,13]) has been introduced with the aim of mod-
elling the semantics of concurrent programming languages, and succeeded to do so up to
some extent (see for instance [2]). In practical situations, and in particular when dealing
with large value domains for program variables, this generally leads to huge (possi-
bly in nite) nets, well-de ned mathematically but di=cult to represent graphically and
thus to grasp intuitively. In order to cope with this problem, higher-level models have
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been introduced [25,26], and in particular a fruitful class of the so-called M-nets and
M-boxes [10,11] which nicely unfolds into low-level boxes and thus allows to represent
in a clear and compact way large (possibly in nite) systems.
The same operations should be de ned at the M-net level than at the low-level
one, and in particular a re nement and recursion operation in order to model sys-
tems at diFerent levels of abstractions. A  rst step in this direction has been pre-
sented in [14], where the de nition of the re nement for M-nets assumed some re-
strictions however, on the interface of the re ned transitions and on the entry=exit
interface of the re ning nets. This was enough to synthesise standard operators of
the Petri box calculus (like sequentialisation, choice, parallel composition and itera-
tion), but not to de ne an M-net semantics for the parallel programming language
B(PN)2 [2] with procedures, as exhibited in [30,20,27]. A more general re nement
mechanism is de ned in [16] for an M-net model which is slightly extended in order
to reach the desired generality. The de nition no longer needs restrictions on the in-
terfaces to commute with the unfolding operation and ful ls thus the basic property
of all operations in the M-net calculus. However, in order to cope with the usage
of parameterised procedure calls, a further extension of this re nement mechanism is
necessary. This was sketched in [17], and in [27] it is shown how the general parame-
terised re nement introduced thus can be used to de ne the semantics of B(PN)2 with
procedures.
We shall here give a detailed version of the general (parameterised) re nement
operation, which was shortly presented in [16,17]. Then, we shall extend the recursion
operator for Petri box nets at the M-net level.
We proceed as follows: Some basic notions and de nitions are given in Section 2.
Petri boxes and M-nets are introduced in Section 3. The general parameterised re-
 nement is de ned in Section 4, and its properties are studied. In Section 5 general
parameterised recursion is introduced and some of its properties are stated. Some con-
cluding remarks are  nally given in Section 6.
2. Basic denitions
2.1. Multisets
Let B be a set. A multiset over B is a function  :B→N;  is  nite if so is its
support {b∈B | (b)¿0}. We denote by M(B) the set of all the multisets over B,
and by Mf(B) the set of the  nite multisets over B. The sum, the multiplication by a
natural number and the comparison of multisets are de ned as
(1 + 2)(b) = 1(b) + 2(b) for all b ∈ B:
(n · )(b) = n · ((b)) for all b ∈ B; n ∈ N:
(162) =
∧
b∈B
(1(b)6 2(b)):
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Note that if 1 and 2 are  nite, then so is 1 + 2. In our examples we use for
multisets an extended set notation; e.g., we write {a; a; b} for (a)= 2, (b)=1 and
(c)= 0 for all c∈B\{a; b}.
2.2. High-level features
Let Val be a  xed but suitably large 1 set of values, Var and Par be suitably large 2
sets of variables and parameters, respectively; Val, Var and Par are assumed to be
pairwise disjoint. The set of all well-formed predicates built from the sets Val, Var
and 3 a suitable set of operators is denoted by Pr.
We assume the existence of a  xed set AS of action symbols. Each action symbol
A∈AS has an arity ar(A) and a construct A(1; : : : ; ar(A)), where ∀j∈{1; : : : ; ar(A)}:
j∈Var∪Par∪Val, is an action. The set of all actions is denoted by A. An action
A(1; : : : ; ar(A)) is called elementary if ∀j∈{1; : : : ; ar(A)}: j ∈Val; the set of all ele-
mentary actions will be denoted by EA. As usual, parentheses may be omitted if the
arity is null.
We also assume the existence of a  xed but suitably large 2 set X of hierarchical
actions, which is the key to re nements and recursions, and thus to any hierarchical
presentation of a system, since they represent a kind of ‘hole’ to be later replaced by
some corresponding (M-)net. Each hierarchical action symbol X ∈X is as well assumed
to have an arity ar(X ) and a construct X (1; : : : ; ar(X )), where ∀j∈{1; : : : ; ar(X )}:
j ∈Var∪Par∪Val is an eFective parameter, is a parameterised hierarchical action.
The set of all parameterised hierarchical actions is denoted by PX. A parameterised
hierarchical action X (1; : : : ; ar(A)) is called elementary if ∀j∈{1; : : : ; ar(A)}: j ∈Val.
The set of all elementary parameterised hierarchical actions will be denoted by EX.
Each elementary parameterised hierarchical action may be considered as a hierarchical
action with a null arity, since nothing is left ‘free’ in it.
Finally, we shall also use a set SA of structured annotations, built from the value
and variable sets, 3 which will denote sets of values. Their exact syntax will be speci ed
later, in due time; at that point let us just notice that they include the sets Val and Var,
a value v representing in that case the singleton set {v} and a variable x representing
the singleton set {v} when the value of x is v.
A list of typed parameters is a list  of the form  1 : set1; : : : ;  n : setn, where
∀i∈{1; : : : ; n}:  i ∈Par (with i 
= j⇒  i 
=  j) and ∅ 
= seti⊆Val. We also denote the
type seti thus associated to the parameter  i by set( i), and the (formal) parameter list
{ 1; : : : ;  n} associated to  by Par().
A substitution is a function % from a subset of parameters from Par to Var∪Par∪
Val. It will generally be denoted by ( 1 → 1; : : : ;  n → n).
1 In particular, Val includes all the structured value trees which will be constructed through the re nement
operation (see the de nition of place types in Section 4.1).
2 In order to be able to rename them whenever necessary to avoid name clashes.
3 In principle, it is possible to also allow the use of parameters from Par, but this would slightly complicate
the de nition of the semantics of our M-nets (see note 1 and footnotes 8 and 9), so that we refrain here the
potential generality. Similarly, we do not allow the use of operators inside an action, like A( + ′), which
may be interesting but leads to new problems of its own (see for instance [25]).
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3. Petri boxes and M-boxes
Petri boxes are introduced in [7,6,10,9] as labelled place=transition Petri nets sat-
isfying some constraints, and used to compositionally model concurrent systems and
programming languages. Various operators were de ned on this domain, but they may
all be synthesised from a very general re nement operation.
3.1. Low-level labelled nets
Denition 1. A (low-level) labelled net is a quadruple =(S; T;W; ), where S is a
set of places, T is a disjoint set of transitions, W : (S ×T )∪ (T × S)→N is a weight
function, and  is a function, called the labelling of , such that
•  : S→{e; i; x}
denoting entry interface places, exit interface places, and internal places, respectively,
•  :T →Mf(EA)∪ EX
Mf(EA)\∅ denotes the communication interface transitions, ∅ denotes the silent (in-
visible) transitions, and EX denotes the hierarchical interface transitions.
If X is an elementary hierarchical action and X= {Xi | i∈ I} is a family of (dis-
tinct) such actions, the set TX = {t ∈T | (t)=X } will represent the set of X -labelled
transitions and TX=
⋃
i∈I T
Xi is the set of all hierarchical transitions with labels
in X.
For a net  we will denote by ◦, ◦, C= S\(◦∪◦), respectively, the set of entry
places, exit places, and internal places of . The behaviour of such a net is the one de-
termined by the usual de nitions for place=transition Petri nets (see for instance [31]),
from the entry marking ◦. As usual, for any x∈ S ∪T , x•= {y∈T ∪ S |W (x; y)¿0},
•x= {y∈T ∪ S |W (y; x)¿0}; and for any R⊆ S ∪T , R•=⋃x∈R x•, •R=⋃x∈R •x.
Denition 2. A Petri box is a labelled net  such that
(1) ◦ 
= ∅ 
=◦ ( is ex-restricted),
(2) •(◦)= ∅=(◦)• ( is ex-directed),
(3) ∀t ∈T : •t 
= ∅ 
= t• ( is T -restricted).
3.2. Low-level re=nement
A major interest of the theory developed in this paper is the relationship between the
general re nement operation in the domain of M-nets, which we are about to de ne,
w.r.t. the re nement operation in the domain of low-level labelled nets. Therefore,
we recall the de nition of the latter [6]; it is slightly technically complex, due to the
great generality it allows: any number of simultaneously re ned transitions (possibly
in nitely many), any connectivity network, any arc weighting, and any number of
entry=exit places.
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Denition 3. Let =(S; T;W; ) and i =(Si; Ti; Wi; i) be labelled nets (for each i∈ I).
[Xi←i | i∈ I ] is de ned as the labelled net ˜=(S˜ ; T˜ ; W˜ ; ˜) with
T˜ = (T\TX) ∪ ⋃
i∈I
T i; where T i = {t:ti | t ∈ TXi and ti ∈ Ti}
S˜ =
⋃
i∈I
Si ∪ ⋃
s∈S
Ss; where Si = {t:si | t ∈ TXi and si ∈ CNi}
and S s is the set of all the labelled trees of the following form:
i.e., the root is labelled by s, the arcs are labelled by a transition and a direction; for
each i∈ I and for each (if any) t ∈ s• ∩ −1(Xi), there is an arc going (down) to (a
node labelled by) some (arbitrarily chosen) entry place et of i, and for each (if any)
t′ ∈ •s∩ −1(Xi), there is an arc labelled t′ coming (up) from (a node labelled by)
some (arbitrarily chosen) exit place xt′ of i.
W˜ (t˜; s˜) =

W (t; s); if t˜ = t ∈ (T\TX) and s˜ ∈ Ss;
W (t; s) ·Wi(ti; xi) if t˜ = t:ti ∈ T i and ↖t xi occurs in s˜ ∈ Ss;
Wi(ti; si) if t˜ = t:ti ∈ T i and s˜ = t:si ∈ Si;
0 otherwise;
W˜ (s˜; t˜) is de ned symmetrically
˜(t˜) =
{
(t) if t˜ = t ∈ (T\TX)
i(ti) if t˜ = t:ti ∈ T i
and ˜(s˜) =
{
(s) if s˜ ∈ Ss;
i otherwise:
The places in the various sets S s are generally called interface places of the re-
 nement because they allow to glue together the various copies of the re ning nets
introduced by the re nement and the residual part of the re ned net .
Example 4. Fig. 1 illustrates the de nition of the low-level re nement, where all arities
are null.
Proposition 5. Some properties [6]:
(1) Re=nements yield labelled nets.
(2) If we start from Petri boxes, the result of a re=nement is a Petri box.
Moreover, under reasonable hypotheses [29,28,8], the behaviour of a re ned Petri
box is directly related to the behaviour of its components.
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Fig. 1. A low-level re nement.
3.3. M-nets
M-nets are obtained from a mixture of coloured net features and low-level labelled
net ones. The main diFerence between M-nets and predicate=transition or coloured
nets [21,24] is that M-nets carry additional information in their place and transition
inscriptions to support composition operations. In M-nets, besides the usual annota-
tions on places (set of allowed tokens), arcs (multiset of structured annotations) and
transitions (occurrence condition), we have an additional label on places denoting their
status (entry, exit or internal) and an additional label on transitions, denoting the com-
munication and hierarchical interface.
Denition 6. A (parameterised) M-net is a quadruple (S; T; "; ), where  is a list of
typed parameters, S is a set of places, T is a set of transitions with S ∩T = ∅, and "
is an inscription function with domain S ∪ (S ×T )∪ (T × S)∪T such that:
• For every place s∈ S, "(s) is a pair (s):#(s), where (s)∈{e; i; x}, the label of s,
denotes its interfacing capabilities, and #(s)⊆Val, the type of s, is a set of values.
• For every transition t ∈T , "(t) is a triple var(t):(t):#(t), where var(t), the variables
of t, is a  nite set of variables from Var; (t), the label of t, is either a  nite
multiset of actions from A (t will then be called a communication transition), or
a parameterised hierarchical action from PX (t will then be called a hierarchical
transition); and #(t), the guard of t, is a  nite set of predicates from Pr; the variables
occurring either in (t) or #(t) are assumed to belong to var(t), and the parameters
occurring 4 in (t) are assumed to belong to Par().
4 Remember that parameters never occur in guards, nor in structured annotations.
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Fig. 2. An M-net N with two hierarchical transitions t1 and t2, and two corresponding re ning M-nets N1
and N2, without parameters.
Fig. 3. Example of parameterised M-nets.
• For every arc (s; t)∈ (S ×T ) : "((s; t))∈M(SA) is a multiset of structured annota-
tions 4 (analogously for arcs (t; s)∈ (T × S)); each structured annotation represents
some set 5 of values consumed or produced by the transition on the place. "((s; t))
will generally be abbreviated as "(s; t); again, the variables occurring in "(s; t) are
assumed to belong to var(t).
Example 7. We will illustrate the various de nitions on two running examples, a non-
parameterised and a parameterised one, see Figs. 2 and 3. In  gures, we will represent
hierarchical transitions by double squares, while communication transitions are repre-
sented, as usual, by single squares.
5 Notice that it will never represent a multiset of values: the multiset aspect is coped by the fact that
"((s; t)) is itself a multiset of structured annotations, and by the fact that two distinct structured annotations
may describe nondisjoint sets of values.
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(1) We intend to re ne N1 into transition t1 and N2 into transition t2 of N for the nets
depicted in Fig. 2.
(2) The nets in Fig. 3 model the call to a procedure P by the re nement of t in N
through N ′.
Each type #(s) delimits the set of tokens allowed on place s, and (s) describes the
status of s.
The label of a transition t can either be a multiset of actions expressing synchro-
nisation capabilities of t, or a parameterised hierarchical action informing about a
possible future (recursive) re nement of t. Given a transition t ∈T , the part of N
which consists of the transition t and all its incident arcs will be called the area of
t: area(t)= (S ×{t})∪{t}∪ ({t}× S): Notice that areas of diFerent transitions are al-
ways disjoint, and that var(t) comprises all the variables occurring in the inscriptions
of area(t). A (local) binding for t is a function % : var(t)→Val. If & is an entity 6
depending on the variables of var(t), we shall denote by &[%] the evaluation of this
entity under the binding %; in general, this will be obtained by replacing in & each
variable a∈ var(t) occurring in it (if any) by its value %(a). The evaluation rule will
be slightly more complex for structured annotations; this will be clari ed in De ni-
tion 18; as already mentioned earlier, each variable a occurring in "(s; t) is evaluated
in its associated singleton value {%(a)}, and each value v in "(s; t) is evaluated in its
associated singleton value {v}. The guard #(t) plays the role of an occurrence condi-
tion in the sense that t may occur under a binding % only if #(t) is true for %, i.e., if
all 7 terms from #(t)[%] evaluate to true.
The arc inscriptions specify the token Qow. An empty arc inscription means that no
tokens may ever Qow along that arc, i.e., there exists no eFective connection along it;
as usual, in  gures, this will be noted by the absence of the arc. In  gures, multiset
parentheses around arc inscriptions will sometimes be omitted to alleviate the nota-
tions. Like for low-level labelled nets, for any x∈ S ∪T , x•= {y∈ S ∪T | "(x; y) 
= ∅},
•x={y∈S∪T | "(y; x) 
=∅}; for any R⊆S∪T , R•=⋃x∈R x•, •R=⋃x∈R •x; ◦N=
{s∈ S | (s)= e}, N ◦= {s∈ S | (s)= x}, and  nally CN = {s∈ S | (s)= i}.
A binding % of t will be said enabling if #(t)[%]∈Mf({true}), i.e., if it satis es the
guard, and if moreover ∀s∈ S: "(s; t)[%]∈M(#(s))∧ "(t; s)[%]∈M(#(s)), i.e., the Qow
of tokens respects place types.
A global binding for an M-net N =(S; T; "; ( 1 : set1; : : : ;  n : setn)), is a mapping
' : ( 1; : : : ;  n)→ set1× · · ·× setn.
The set of all enabling bindings of a transition t will be denoted by ((t); and the
set of all global bindings of an M-net N will be denoted by ((N ).
Note 1. Why to exclude parameters in some situations:
6 For instance, a predicate, an action, a parameterised hierarchical action, a structured annotation; or a set,
a multiset or a vector thereof.
7 In other words, the set of predicates could be replaced by their mere conjunction; the reason why this
is not done directly here is due to technical reasons explained in [25]; moreover, it could happen that the
conjunction has not been included in the set of allowed operators de ning the predicates in Pr.
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If we were to allow the occurrence of parameters in guards or structured annotations,
the enabling character of a local binding could also rely on the choice of a global
binding  xing the values of the net parameters. Our restrictions thus amount to keep
the local aspect of the enabling condition and its insensibility to the choice of the
parameters; the latter only impacts on the identi cation of the performed actions.
Example 8. Bindings:
(1) The hierarchical transition t1 in the M-net N of our running Example 7(1), in
Fig. 2, has a single enabling binding %1 = (a1 →1), while t2 is enabled for %2 =
(a2 →1; b →1) and %3 = (a2 →1; b → 2). The (silent) communication transition t3
is enabled by %4 = (a3 →1).
(2) In N1, transition )1 has two bindings *1=(b1 →4; b2 →3) and *2 = (b1 → 4; b2 → 4).
In N2, we have for )2 the two bindings '1 = (c1 → 5) and '2 = (c1 → 6), for
)3 the bindings '3 = (c2 → 5) and '4 = (c2 → 6), and  nally )4 is enabled by
'5 = (d → 7).
(3) The communication transition ) in M-net N ′ of our second running Example 7(2),
in Fig. 3, has a single enabling binding '=(b → •). There are two global bindings
for N ′: '1 = (y →1) and '2 = (y → 2).
In the following, we shall always assume that:
• (condf) for any enabling binding % of any transition t, for any place s and value
v∈ #(s), there are  nitely many annotations a in "(s; t) and "(t; s) such that a[%](v)¿0
(otherwise the Qow along those arcs would be in nite).
• (conde) there is always at least one enabling binding 8 for each transition (otherwise,
it may be dropped).
In practical applications, we shall essentially be interested in a subclass of those M-nets,
called M-boxes, enforcing some extra conditions similar to the ones characterizing
Petri boxes (cf. De nition 2) plus non-emptiness conditions excluding useless places
and useless arc annotations:
Denition 9. An M-box is an M-net N such that
• ∀s∈ S: #(s) 
= ∅
• ∀s∈ S, t ∈T , %∈ ((t), a∈ "(s; t)∪ "(t; s): a[%] 
= ∅
• N is ex-restricted, ex-directed, and T -restricted.
A marking of an M-net (S; T; "; ) is a mapping M : S→M(Val) which associates
to each place s∈ S a multiset of values from #(s). In particular, we shall distinguish the
entry marking, where M (s)= #(s) if (s)= e and the empty (multi-)set otherwise, and
the exit marking, where M (s)= #(s) if (s)= x and the empty (multi-)set otherwise.
The transition rule speci es the circumstances under which a marking M ′ is reachable
from a marking M . A transition t is enabled at a marking M if there is an enabling
8 Notice also that if the enablingness would depend on the parameters, it could happen that a transition
has enabling bindings for some global bindings, but not for other ones; and that an arc leads to an in nite
or empty Qow for some global bindings, but not for other ones.
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binding % of t such that ∀s∈ S: "(s; t)[%]6M (s), i.e., there are enough tokens of each
type to satisfy the required Qow. 9 The eFect of an occurrence of t is to remove all
tokens used for the enabling binding % of t from the input places and to add tokens
according to % to its output places.
Denition 10. A transition t is enabled for an enabling binding % at a marking M1 if
there is a marking M such that ∀s∈ S: M1(s)= "(s; t)[%] + M (s). The occurrence of
transition t at M1 under % leads to a marking M2, such that ∀s∈ S: M2(s)=M (s) +
"(t; s)[%].
The marking M that must exist by this de nition can be understood as the part of the
global marking that remains unchanged by the occurrence of t. Notice that condition
condf ascertains that "(s; t)[%] and "(t; s)[%] are markings themselves.
Note 2. Insensitivity to renaming:
The semantics of an M-net does not rely on the names of the parameters, or on the
names of the variables in each area; hence, any coherent renaming of the parameters
in  and of the variables of var(t) in the area of each transition t, leads to an M-net
with equivalent behaviour and characteristics.
As usual, two (marked) M-nets N and N ′ are called isomorphic, if there are
(marking-preserving, label-preserving and arc-annotation-preserving, up to locally co-
herent variable renamings and globally coherent parameter renamings) bijections be-
tween their places and their transitions.
Previous de nitions of M-nets (see [10,25,16]) did not incorporate a list of param-
eters. It is not hard to see, that we match the original de nition in the case where we
have an empty parameter list ; this will remain true for the unfolding and the general
re nement, which we de ne next. A second diFerence w.r.t. the previous de nitions of
M-nets is that we consider explicitly the set of variables, instead of an implicit de ni-
tion from the set of variables occurring in the transition inscription and the variables
occurring in adjacent arc inscriptions.
3.4. Unfolding of M-nets
The unfolding operation associates a family (instead of a single one, due to the
parametrisation) of low-level-labelled nets, U(N ), with every M-net N , as well as a
marking U(M) of U(N ) with every marking M of N .
Denition 11. Let N =(S; T; "; ( 1 : set1; : : : ;  n : setn)) be a parameterised M-net, and
' : ( 1; : : : ;  n)→ set1× · · ·× setn be a global binding. Then the unfolding of N is the
mapping U(N ) : '→U(N; '), where U(N; ')= (U(S);U(T ); W; ') is the labelled low-
level net de ned as follows:
9 Again, from our restrictions, this is insensitive w.r.t. the choice of the parameter values.
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Fig. 4. The unfolding of the running example from Fig. 2.
Fig. 5. Unfolding of the M-net N ′(y : {1; 2}) from Fig. 3.
• U(S)= {(s; v) | s∈ S and v∈ #(s)}, and ∀(s; v)∈U(S): '((s; v))= (s).
• U(T )= {(t; %) | t ∈T and %∈ ((t)}, and ∀(t; %)∈U(T ): '((t; %))= (t)[%∪'].
• W ((s; v); (t; %))=∑x∈"(s; t) "(s; t)(x) ·x[%](v), and similarly for W ((t; %); (s; v)).
Let M be any marking of N . The marking U(M) of any U(N; ') is de ned thus: for
every place (s; v)∈U(S), U(M)((s; v))=M (s)(v), i.e., each low-level place (s; v)∈U(S)
contains as many tokens as the number of times the value v occurs in the marking M (s).
Notice that, due to condition condf, this de nition is sound: W is always  nite.
Example 12. Unfolding:
(1) The unfoldings for N , N1 and N2 of the running Example 7(1) are given in Fig. 4.
(2) Fig. 5 depicts the unfolding of M-net N ′ from Example 7(2).
From the de nitions, and conditions condf and conde, we get immediately the fol-
lowing proposition.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the di=culty of de ning a general re nement.
Proposition 13. Coherence of unfoldings:
(1) If N is an M-net, U(N ) yields a labelled net for any global binding.
(2) If N is an M-box, U(N ) yields a Petri box for any global binding.
(3) If t is enabled under the binding % from marking M in an M-net N and yields
marking M ′, then (t; %) is enabled from marking U(M) in any labelled net
U(N; ') and yields marking U(M ′); moreover the corresponding labels are the
same for any global binding.
Thus, extending the M-net model by parameters yields a coherent model w.r.t. previ-
ous (non-parameterised) de nitions of M-nets [9,16]; as a consequence, parameterised
M-nets will exhibit the same properties as non-parameterised ones.
4. General parameterised renement
In order to grasp the di=culty of the problem of  nding a satisfactory de nition of
an unrestricted re nement operation, let us consider an example from [14], which is
informally exhibited in Fig. 6: a ‘naive’ re nement of the X -labelled transition in the
M-net fragment of N , as given in the  rst net, by the M-net N ′ could result in the
third fragment.
The problem is that, while in N the two variables a occur in the surrounding of the
same transition, this is no longer the case in the third one; but variables only have a
local meaning and may be changed independently around each transition. Hence it is
necessary to transport the identity of the variables, or at least their bindings, from the
entry of the re ned copy to the exit (or the other way round).
A hierarchical transition t (labelled by X ) of an M-net N has a set of enabling
bindings, i.e., possibly more than a single one. Each enabling binding % for t can be
understood as a ‘mode’ under which the re ning M-net N ′ may be executed. Once (if
ever) the re ning M-net has reached its exit marking, the execution of N is supposed
to be continued in the state (marking) corresponding to the result of the occurrence of
t under the considered mode.
In [30,20] the syntax of the parallel programming language B(PN)2 is extended by
procedures and its Petri net semantics assumes therefore the existence of a re nement
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the general parameterised re nement.
operation. In order to be able to administrate parallel instantiations of a procedure
call as proposed in [30,20,27], (net) parameters are thus necessary, which complicates
the situation slightly further. Consider the example exhibited in Fig. 3; Fig. 7 gives a
possible solution 10 for the re nement of P(a) by N ′. The ( nal) program semantics is
basically obtained by re ning the hierarchical transition in the  rst M-net N through the
second M-net N ′(y : {1; 2}). In a sequential environment, instantiations of a procedure
are always ordered and might be administrated by a stack on which the procedures
are stored in the order of their creation. The additional problem in a concurrent setting
is that we may have at the same time several active instances of the same procedure
generated by concurrent calls. Hence, we need to distinguish those instances. We may
do this by using the modes of the hierarchical transition labelled P(a), since each
execution of the procedure is performed under a speci c mode, and the argument a is
used to tag each instance. Therefore, each action performed by the procedure has to
be tagged by an additional parameter identifying the instance, which is bound by the
chosen mode. The parameter y in the M-net N ′(y : {1; 2}) of Fig. 3 plays here the role
of this ‘instance parameter’. The general parameterised re nement will thus introduce
a mechanism, which allows to identify variables occurring in the area of a hierarchical
transition (such as a in N in Fig. 7) with a parameter of the re ning M-net (such as
y in N ′).
However, in order to cope with more complex situations, a general mechanism has
to be devised, which should work in all possible circumstances. This is the subject of
the present section.
The re nement N [Xi←Ni | i∈ I ] means ‘N where the Xi-labelled transitions are re-
 ned into (i.e., replaced by a copy of) Ni, for each i in the indexing set I ’. By doing so,
for each hierarchical transition t with a label of the form Xi(actual parameter list), the
formal parameters of Ni will be substituted by the corresponding values from the actual
parameter list. Hence, we shall assume that, for each i∈ I , the arity of Xi is the same
as the one of Ni, and that for each global binding ' of N and each enabling binding
% of any hierarchical transition t with a label of the form Xi(actual parameter list),
actual parameter list[%∪']∈ set1× · · ·× setn, i.e., the actual parameters belong to the
ranges speci ed for the formal parameters in the corresponding re ning net.
To guarantee the commutativity of the re nement operation with the unfolding, a
labelled tree device similar to the one devised for low-level nets (see De nition 3) is
used. This device nicely generalises the kind of multiplicative Cartesian cross-product
10 We do not yet follow the formal de nition which will be presented in Section 4 in order to simplify
the presentation; the complexity again arises from the great generality we shall allow.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the value trees for an interface place.
(pre=post places of transitions to be re ned with entry=exit places of the re ning net)
previously used in the literature [22] as the interface places. This setting has not been
chosen just for the purpose of treating the general case, but also to get easily the
main properties of the re nement operator. With this respect, it has been successfully
reused in [13,3,4,14,15,16]. The main diFerence with the low-level case, and with some
previous attempts to de ne re nements at the M-net level, will be that, in our context,
the place types (and consequently the evaluations of the structured annotations in arc
inscriptions) will be sets of labelled trees, but the interface places themselves remain
unstructured. The trees we shall use for re nements will have at most two levels, but
recursion will use more general con gurations (see Section 5.1).
4.1. A Bonzai nursery
If X ∈X is a hierarchical action symbol and XI = {Xi | i∈ I} is a set of distinct such
action symbols, let us de ne TX = {t ∈T | (t)=X (1; : : : ; ar(X ))} to be the set of all
X -labelled hierarchical transitions, and TXI =
⋃
i∈I T
Xi to be the set of all transitions
with a label from XI .
The generalised Cartesian product uses a form of labelled trees. This device will be
used to generate the new types of the interface places of the re ned M-net, i.e., the
places connected to transitions to be re ned.
Like for the de nition of re nements for low-level labelled nets, the places of a
re ned M-net N [Xi←Ni | i∈ I ] will be of two kinds: the interface places and the copied
internal places.
Denition 14.
• Each place s∈ S of the M-net N will also be a place of the re ned M-net, with the
same label as before. The only diFerence is that its type will be a set of labelled
trees constructed from the old value set and the entry=exit interface of the re ning
nets. The new type #˜(s) of s is the set of all the (isomorphic classes of) labelled
trees of the following form (cf. Fig. 8): the root is labelled by a value v∈ #(s); the
arcs are labelled by bindings of transitions (in TXI ∩ (s• ∪ •s)) and a direction (up
or down); the sons are labelled by place values of the entry=exit interface of the
re ning nets.
More precisely, for each i∈ I , for each (if any) t ∈ s• with a label of the form Xi(·)
and for each enabling binding % of t such that v∈ "(s; t)[%], there is an arc labelled
(t; %) going down to a node labelled by some arbitrarily chosen pair (e; w) where
e∈ ◦Ni and w∈ #i(e); and symmetrically, for each i∈ I , each (if any) t′ ∈ •s with a
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Fig. 9. Two examples for the type of places in the re ned M-net.
label of the form Xi(·) and for each enabling binding %′ of t′ such that v∈ "(t; s)[%′],
there is an arc labelled (t′; %′) going up from a node labelled by some arbitrarily
chosen pair (x; w′) where x∈N ◦i and w′ ∈ #i(x). Notice that if TXI ∩ (s• ∪ •s)= ∅,
then the trees are reduced to their roots and we shall assimilate #˜(s) to #(s). Hence,
in the M-net domain the interface places of a re nement are exactly the places of
the original net, but with a modi ed value set.
• Copied internal places of Ni form the set Si of all the pairs t: si where t is a transition
of N labelled by Xi(·) and si ∈ CNi is an internal place of the re ning net Ni. In order
to get a more uniform description, those pairs may be considered as trees reduced
to their roots. The label of such a place will always be internal. The type of t: si
will be the set #˜(t: si) of all the pairs %:v, where % is an enabling binding of t and
v∈ #(si) is any value allowed on si.
Example 15. New place types:
(1) Consider the M-nets given in Fig. 9(i); we assume that there are no other hierar-
chical transitions adjacent to s1 nor to s2. Transition t in N has a single enabling
binding %=(a →1). The entry place of N ′ has the singleton type {1} and its exit
place has the in nite type N. Hence, #˜(s1) has a single value tree, which is a root
with one son, since there is only one hierarchical transition adjacent to s1 with
a single enabling binding, and there is only one value in #(e). On the contrary,
there is an in nite number of tree values of the same shape in #˜(s2), since there
is an in nite number of pairs (x; v) where v∈ #(s2) (since #(s2)=N). The root of
each tree value is labelled 1; the arc is labelled with t and its unique binding %,
it is going up to the root, since s2 is in the post-set of t. Furthermore, since there
is no enabling binding for t yielding 2 in s2, there is the value 2 in the new type,
which is a tree reduced to its root. Thus, we get the following new types for the
two places of N :
#˜(s1) =

1(t;%)
(e;1)
 and #˜(s2)

1 1 1 1
2;
(t;%); (t;%); (t;%); (t;%); : : :
(x;0) (x;1) (x;2) (x;3)

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(2) A somehow symmetric situation with respect to the previous example is depicted
in Fig. 9(ii). Again we assume, that t is the only hierarchical transition adjacent
to places s1 and s2. Here, the hierarchical transition t in N has an in nite number
of enabling bindings, one for each value in the type of s2, i.e., %0 = (a → 0),
%1 = (a →1); : : : The tree values of #˜(s2) are similar to those from the previous
example: the leaves are labelled by pairs (x; 1) or (x; 2), and the arcs are coming
up from the leaves to the root. #˜(s1) still has a single tree value, but the tree is
in nitely wide. Thus, the de nition of the new place types leads to:
(3) Now, we consider the running Example 7(1) from Fig. 2. There are two places
in N , s1 and s4, which are adjacent to a single hierarchical transition, t1 and t2,
respectively. The new types of these two places can be constructed easily from
the previous two examples. We get (cf. Example 8 for the enabling bindings):
#˜(s1) =

1 1
| |
(t1 ;%1); (t1 ;%1)
↓ ↓
(e1 ;3) (e1 ;4)
 and
#˜(s4) =

1 1 1 2 2 2
↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
(t2 ;%2); (t2 ;%2); (t2 ;%2); (t2 ;%3); (t2 ;%3); (t2 ;%3);
| | | | | |
(x2 ;5) (x2 ;6) (x3 ;7) (x2 ;5) (x2 ;6) (x3 ;7)
 :
The situation is slightly more complicated for the interface place s3, since it is
adjacent to both hierarchical transitions. The root of each tree value in #˜(s3) is 1,
since this is the only value in #(s3). In each value tree, there is one arc labelled
(t1; %1) coming up from the pair (x1; 4), since %1 is the only enabling binding
for hierarchical transition t1. Furthermore, there are two arcs, labelled (t2; %2) and
(t2; %3), respectively, going down from the root. They go down to nodes which
give all possible combinations of pairs of the form (e; v), where e is an entry place
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Fig. 10. Another example for the type of places in the re ned M-net.
of N2 and v one of its values. This leads to the following type:
Finally, there is the interface place s2, which is not connected to any hierarchical
transition, and one internal place, coming from the internal place i2 of N2. As a
consequence, the type of s2 in the re ned M-net will be unchanged, but in order
to get a more uniform description it might as well be seen as a tree reduced to its
root. The type of t2: i2 is given by all pairs %:v, where % is an enabling binding
of t2 (see Example 8(1)) and v is a value of the type of i2.
#˜(s2) = {1} and #˜(t2:i2) = {%2:5; %2:6; %3:5; %3:6}:
(4) Finally, we consider the situation depicted in Fig. 10.
We are interested in the type of place s in the re ned M-net N˜ =N [X1←N1;
X2←N2; X3←N3]. According to its guard and the type of the adjacent places,
transition t1 has an in nite number of enabling bindings: )0 = (a → 0; b → 2), and
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Fig. 11. Value set of place s.
)1 = (a →1; b →1), )2 = (a → 2; b →1), )3 = (a → 3; b →1); : : : There are two en-
abling bindings for transition t2: %1 = (c →1) and %2 = (c → 2). Transition t3 has
as well two enabling bindings: *1 = (d →1; e →1) and *2 = (d → 2; e →1).
With these notations, the type of s in N˜ can be given as in Fig. 11.
Altogether there are 64 value trees in the type #˜(s). The root of 32 trees is
labelled by 1 and each of these trees has in nitely many sons, since there is an
in nite number of enabling bindings for t1 in N pertaining to 1 on s (but each
of them leads to a leaf assigning value 1 to x1); these value trees are depicted in
the  rst four lines of Fig. 11. The  rst four values give the possible combinations
of values for the entry place e2 and the exit place x2 of N2 (since t2 is input and
output transition for s) on the two rightmost leaves of the trees, when the third
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son from the right assigns value 5 to e4. The second line shows the value trees
obtained through the combinations on the same leaves for the same entry place
e2 and the exit place x3 of N2, which gives again 4 value trees. The third line
represents 8 tree values which are the combinations on the two rightmost leaves
for the values from the entry place e3 and the exit places x2 and x3 of N2. Then
the fourth line repeats the scheme of the previous lines for the entry and exit
interface of N2, but for the second entry place of N3, which yields the label (e5; 6)
on the third leaf from the right; thus, the fourth line represents 16 value trees.
Finally there are 32 value trees with a root labelled by 2; all these trees have 4
sons, since there are exactly four enabling bindings for the hierarchical transition
adjacent to s which pertain to value 2. The last line of the type indicates these
values, where the dots stand for all possible combinations on the leaves, follow-
ing the same scheme as for the trees with 1-label on the root, only taking the
appropriate bindings as labels for the arcs.
Note 3. Unstructured interface places:
The solution considered in [15] replaced each place in N by a family of interface
tree-places of the same kind as in the low-level de nition. As a consequence, the com-
mutativity with the unfolding operation was only obtained under restrictive assumptions
and up to place duplication. As we shall see, taking each place of N as a place of the
re ned M-net and changing only the types of those places modi es dramatically the
situation and allows to obtain all the nice results desired about unfoldings and nestings.
The transitions of N˜ =N [Xi←Ni( i;1 : seti;1; : : : ;  i;ar(Xi) : seti;ar(Xi)) | i∈ I ] will also
be of two kinds: the untouched transitions t ∈T\TXI , with the same inscription as
before ("(t)= "˜(t) is the same in N and N˜ ), and the copied transitions t:ti, where
(t)=Xi(i;1; : : : ; i;ar(Xi)) and ti ∈Ti. The set of those copied transitions is denoted by
T i. As for the inscription of the latter, we shall assume (without loss of generality, cf.
Note 2) that var(t)∩ vari(ti)= ∅; then var(t:ti)= var(t)∪ vari(ti), (t:ti)= (ti)[%i] and
#(t:ti)= #(t)∪ #(ti), where %i is the substitution ( i;1 → i;1; : : : ;  i;ar(Xi) → i;ar(Xi)).
In order to understand the rationale of the structured annotations occurring in the
inscription of arcs of the re ned M-net, let us consider the example depicted in Fig. 12.
Transition t′ is untouched but place s now has a type composed out of labelled
trees, and the occurrence of t′ must produce one instance of each tree with a root
labelled by a value produced through a in N ; this will be represented by the notation
(a; s):!, where the ‘hole’ symbol ! means that there is no constraint on the son labels.
Transition t:t′′, on the other hand, must consume from s one instance of each tree with
a root labelled by a value consumed through b in N and a son corresponding to the
selected mode (determined by the values of the variables from t) labelled by a value
consumed through c in e1 by t′′: this will be represented by the notation (b; s):(c; e1);
it will also consume trees of the same shape, but with the son labelled by a value
consumed through c in e2 by t′′, which will be represented, similarly, by the notation
(b; s):(c; e2). Notice that the fact that t′′ consumes one token from each of the two
entry places in N ′ is replaced, in the re ned net, by the fact that t:t′′ consumes from
s the tokens of two structured annotations, like if the whole ◦N ′ were replaced by
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Fig. 12. Illustration of the structured annotations.
a single entry place; this is due to the fact that the new place s gathers all the tree
values produced by the new t′. Finally, transition t:t′′ must also produce in place t: s′
one instance of each value %:v where v is any value produced through d in N ′ and %
is some enabling binding for t (i.e., a mode determined by the values of the variables
from t): this will be represented by the notation :(d; s′), where the ‘hole’ symbol 
means that there is no special constraint on the  rst part of the value (in fact, it will
be determined by the mode, i.e., the local binding, of t:t′′).
It may be observed that some parts of the structured annotations are slightly redun-
dant (the s and s′-parts may be reconstructed from the names of the connected places);
they have been introduced to get a more systematic form, resembling the one used for
the other parts.
4.2. De=nition of general parameterised re=nement
Using the concept of the labelled tree device and the notations introduced in the
previous section, we are now able to give the full de nition of the general parameterised
re nement operation.
We will consider here general M-nets, but in practical applications we shall often
restrict the treatment to cases with a  nite number of hierarchical transitions; this will
generally be enough to model the semantics of parallel programming languages with
procedures [27], and is necessary to use the model checking [19] within the PEP-
tool [1,23].
Denition 16. Let N =(S; T; "; ) and Ni =(Si; Ti; "i; i) be M-nets, where i∈ I . The
re nement N [Xi←Ni( i;1 : seti;1; : : : ;  i;ar(Xi) : seti;ar(Xi)) | i∈ I ] (with i 
= j⇒Xi 
=Xj) is
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de ned as the M-net N˜ =(S˜ ; T˜ ; "˜; ), with the same parameters as N , where, with the
place types de ned in the previous section,
S˜ =
⋃
i∈I
Si ∪ S; T˜ = ⋃
i∈I
T i ∪ (T\TXI );
"˜(s˜) =
{
(s˜):#˜(s˜) if s˜ ∈ S;
i:#˜(s˜) if s˜ = t:si ∈ Si;
"˜(t˜) =

"(t) if t˜ = t ∈ (T\TXI )
var(t) ∪var(ti):i(ti)[%i]:#(t) ∪ #i(ti) if t˜ = t:ti;
(t) = Xi(i;1; : : : ; i;ar(Xi)); ti ∈ Ti;
and %i is the substitution ( i;1 → i;1; : : : ;  i;ar(Xi) → i;ar(Xi));
"˜(s˜; t˜) =

∑
a∈"(s;t)
"(s; t)(a) · {(a; s):!} if s˜ = s ∈ S and t˜ = t ∈ (T\TXI )∑
a∈"(s;t)
∑
ei∈◦Ni
∑
b∈"i(ei ;ti)
"(s; t)(a) · "i(ei; ti)(b) · {(a; s):(b; ei)}
if s˜ = s ∈ S and t˜ = t:ti with t ∈ TXI∑
b∈"i(si ;ti)
"i(si; ti)(b) · {:(b; si)}
if s˜ = t:si ∈ Si and t˜ = t:ti with t ∈ TXI
∅ otherwise;
where · denotes multiplication.
The inscriptions "˜(t˜; s˜) of arcs in T˜ × S˜ are de ned analogously.
Example 17. (1) We apply the general parameterised re nement on our running ex-
ample from Fig. 2, the resulting M-net is depicted in Fig. 13(i). The previously given
place types are omitted.
(2) Fig. 13(ii) shows the application of the general parameterised re nement to the
motivating example from Fig. 3.
We still have to specify the evaluation of the structured annotations under a binding;
this will lead to a set (possibly in nite) of values (labelled trees, possibly reduced to
their root). In order to do that, let us  rst notice that, since for a hierarchical transition
t of N and a transition ti of the re ning M-net Ni, we have var(t:ti)= var(t)∪ var(ti),
each binding of t:ti is the union of a binding for t and a binding for ti, while the
bindings of an untouched transition t′ are the same as in N . In other words, a re ned
transition t:ti in N˜ may occur only under some binding % for t in N and a binding %i
for ti in Ni, therefore = %∪ %i denotes a binding for t:ti.
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Fig. 13. General parameterised re nement applied to the running examples: (i) N [X1←N1; X2←N2] from
Fig. 2, (ii) N [X ←N ′] from Fig. 3.
Denition 18. The evaluation of a structured annotation in the inscription "˜(s˜; t˜) or
"˜(t˜; s˜) of an arc in the re ned net for a binding = %∪ %i or = % (as speci ed above),
is de ned by:
• (a; s):![] = {/∈ #˜(s) | the root of / belongs to a[%]}, if t˜= t ∈ (T\TXI ) and s∈ S,
• (a; s):(b; e)[] = {/∈ #˜(s) | the root of / belongs to a[%] and the son corresponding
to the arc (down or up, depending on the inscripted arc) labelled (t; %) belongs 11
to b[%i]}, if t˜= t:ti with t ∈TXI and s∈ S,
• :(b; si)[] = {%:v∈ #˜(s˜) | v belongs 11 to b[%i]}, if t˜= t:ti ∈T i and s˜= t: si ∈ Si.
It is not hard to see that the enabling bindings of t′ in N˜ are the enabling bindings
of t′ in N , and that the enabling bindings of t:ti are the unions of an enabling binding
for t and an enabling binding for ti. Moreover, one may check that conditions condf
and conde are still ful lled in the result of the re nement.
Example 19. The evaluation de ned for structured annotations will be illustrated for
the occurrence of transition t1:)1 and transition t2:)2 in the re ned M-net from Fig. 13(i).
Consider place s1 with its initial marking (i.e., s1 contains a token for each value of its
11 Since parameters do not occur in arcs, we do not have to apply the substitutions %i to arc inscriptions.
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type) and transition t1:)1. It can  re for every binding  composed out of an enabling
binding % for t1 and an enabling binding ' for )1. The various bindings have been given
in Example 8. Take for instance = %1 ∪ *1 (but notice that the other combination might
also be considered). The evaluation {(a1; s1):(b1; e1); (a1; s1):(b2; e1)}[] gives us the
set #˜(s1), hence the occurrence of t1:)1 under this marking is possible. The evaluation
{(a1; s3):(b1; x1)}[] yields the entire type #˜(s3), since the root of each tree value in
#˜(s3) belongs to a[%1] and the son corresponding to the arc %1 belongs to b1[*2]. Hence,
the occurrence of t1:)1 puts each tree value from #˜(s3) on s3.
Now we try to  re transition t2:)2. It is enabled by bindings composed out of %2 or
%3 for t2, and '1 or '2 for )2. One might expect that t2:)2 can be  red twice under the
given marking, since )2 is enabled twice under the initial marking of N2 (by '1 and
'2). Let us take = %2 ∪'1. The evaluation {(a2; s3):(c1; e2)}[] yields
which is taken from s3 when  ring t2:)2, while {:(c1; i2)}[] generates {%2:5} on t2: i2.
Notice that the present marking (after  ring t2:)2 under the binding %2 ∪'1) does no
longer allow the execution of t2:)2 under the binding %3 ∪'2 (and neither of t2:)4 under
mode %3), since the evaluation of arcs adjacent to (and hence the enabling of) t2:)2
(respectively, t2:)4) is de ned with respect to the type of the adjacent place, i.e. with
respect to #˜(s3), and not only with respect to the present marking of the place. The
execution t2:)2 (respectively, t2:)4) under mode %3 would require tokens (labelled trees)
which were already removed from s3 by the occurrence of a transition from N2 under
mode %2. This is the means to transport the chosen mode for the hierarchical transition
through the re ning M-net, and to enforce that once a transition of the re ning net
has chosen some mode, then the decision is valid for the entire net, even if there
are transitions (as in our example t2:)2 and t2:)4) which are concurrent and hence
independent.
We might now  re t2:)2 under binding = %2 ∪'2. The evaluation of the incoming
arc yields
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these three tokens are still in s3. The execution of t2:)2 under this binding yields then
the token %2:6 on t2: i2.
Notice that net parameters from a re ning net Ni have either been replaced by
variables or values coming from the re ned hierarchical transition t or by net parameters
from the M-net N ; they are evaluated accordingly.
4.3. Properties of the general parameterised re=nement
In this section we will show that the given de nition of general parameterised re-
 nement satis es all the properties which may be felt useful for such an operation.
The behaviour of the re ned M-net N˜ w.r.t. the behaviour of the original M-nets,
should be as follows, as motivated at the beginning of Section 4: First, the values are
taken from the input places which enabled the hierarchical transition t in N . Then,
the re ning M-net N ′ is executed starting from its initial marking. Third, when the
 nal marking of N ′ is reached, the values according to the  ring of t are put to the
exit places of t, allowing a continuation of the execution of N˜ corresponding to an
execution of N .
It is easy to see, that the de nition models faithfully this intuition. For every tran-
sition coming from N untouched by the re nement, only the root level of the value
trees is considered. For transitions copying the ones adjacent to entry, respectively exit,
places of N ′, value trees are evaluated on the root level in order to choose a mode, and
on the leaf level in order to act like transitions from N ′. Finally, internal transitions
coming from N ′ behave like in N ′ but moreover transport the mode.
It may then be observed that De nition 16 does not rely on the ordering of the index-
ing set. As a consequence we always have N [X1←N1; X2←N2]=N [X2←N2; X1←N1],
and similarly in the general case for any permutation of the indices.
Also, the de nition does not rely on the identity of the indexing set: If 0 is a bijection
from J to I then N [Xi←Ni | i∈ I ] =N [X0( j)←N0( j) | j∈ J ]. We may even observe that
there is a canonical indexing set, which is the variable set {Xi | i∈ I} itself, since all
those variables are diFerent by hypothesis. We may thus consider that in an abstract
syntax only this canonical indexing set is used, but in the concrete syntax any other
indexing set may be used for convenience.
It is also rather easy to check the following:
Theorem 20. Domain preservation:
(1) If N and each Ni is an M-net, so is N [Xi←Ni | i∈ I ],
(2) If N and each Ni is an M-box, so is N [Xi←Ni | i∈ I ].
Our main interest lies in the behaviour of the general parameterised re nement with
respect to the unfolding operation. This is illustrated in Fig. 14, where Xi('i) stands
for Xi(: : : vj : : :) with 'i =(: : :  i; j → vj : : :).
The given de nition of the general parameterised re nement should be matched by
the re nement operation in the domain of labelled nets. Therefore, whenever the general
parameterised re nement is applied in the M-net domain followed by the unfolding of
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Fig. 14. Illustration of the coherence.
the resulting net (i.e., following the left-hand side of Fig. 14), then the resulting family
of labelled nets should be the same, up to isomorphism, as the family of labelled
nets which is obtained by  rst unfolding the original M-nets and then applying the
re nement to the unfoldings in the labelled net domain (i.e., following the right-hand
side of Fig. 14). Formally we have the following theorem.
Theorem 21. Commutativity of general re=nement and unfolding:
Let N =(S; T; "; ) and Ni =(Si; Ti; "i; i) be M-nets, where i∈ I . Then, up to iso-
morphism, for any global binding % of N ,
U(N [Xi ← Ni | i ∈ I ]; %) = U(N; %)[Xi(%i)← U(Ni; %i) | i ∈ I; %i ∈ ((Ni)];
where Xi(%i)=Xi(v1; : : : ; vn) if %i =( 1 → v1; : : : ;  n → vn).
Proof. It su=ces to specify the one-to-one correspondence between the elements con-
stituting both sides of this equation. There are two kinds of transitions and two kinds
of places in the nets on both sides of the equation: those coming from the net N to
be re ned and those coming from the re ning nets Ni. We shall exhibit a one-to-one
correspondence between the members of each category. Let t′′ be a transition of N
which is not in TXI , and %′′ one of its enabling binding; let t be a transition of N
with label Xi, and % one of its enabling binding; let t′ be a transition of Ni, and %′
one of its enabling bindings. Let s be a place of N , v one of its values, %j an enabling
binding of a transition tj to be re ned consuming value v from s, and %k an enabling
binding of a transition tk to be re ned producing value v in s; let ej be some entry
place of the net re ning tj and vj one of its values; let xk be some exit place of the
net re ning tk and vk one of its values. Finally, let s′ be an internal place of Ni and
v′ one of its values.
The mapping between the various kinds of nodes is then schematised in Fig. 15
(for all '∈ ((N )). The identi cation of the labels of the corresponding nodes and of
the weights of the corresponding arcs follows immediately from the fact that they are
directly driven by the name structures.
Example 22. Fig. 16 depicts the unfolding of the running example from Fig. 13(i), as
well as the low-level re nement of the unfoldings of the running example from Fig. 4.
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Fig. 15. Correspondences between nodes.
Fig. 16. An unfolded re nement.
We also have a general property about successive and nested re nements, similar
to the one already obtained in the low-level domain [6]. Since the hierarchical action
sets of two successive re nements are not necessarily disjoint, we shall separate the
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second set into a common part and a disjoint part. We then have the following general
expansion law for re nements, which allows to reduce any succession of simultaneous
re nements to a single nested re nement, or reversely.
Theorem 23. Expansion law for the general parameterised re=nement:
Let N , Ni, N ′j , and N
′′
k , where i∈ I , j∈ J , and k ∈K , be M-nets. If J ⊆ I , I ∩K = ∅
and {Yk | k ∈K}∩ {Xi | i∈ I}= ∅, then, up to isomorphism,
N [Xi ← Ni | i ∈ I ][Xj ← N ′j ; Yk ← N ′′k | j ∈ J; k ∈ K]
= N [Xi ← Ni[Xj ← N ′j ; Yh ← N ′′h | j ∈ J; h ∈ K]; Yk ← N ′′k | i ∈ I; k ∈ K]:
The theorem is again proved by constructing a correspondence table between the
elements of the nets on both sides of the equation (a detailed proof may be found
in [18]). The following (unparameterised) example illustrates the correspondence.
Example 24. Fig. 17 shows an example for the expansion law, exhibiting various con-
 gurations. M-net N has two hierarchical transitions tX and tY . The X - and Y -labelled
transitions are supposed to be re ned by nets NX and NY , respectively. The lower part
of Fig. 17 gives the results according to both sides of the equation of Theorem 23. The
labels of nodes and arcs are isomorphic and the correspondences are detailed in [32].
While the theory developed up to now is extremely satisfactory, a small problem
is hidden more deeply in its structure. Indeed, a nice and important feature of M-nets
is that it is possible to rename freely and independently the variables in the area of
each transition. However, variables may now occur in value trees through the modes
(enabling bindings) of the hierarchical transitions. It is easy to see, that renaming
variables which do not occur in place types is not a problem. However, renaming
a variable coming from a hierarchical transition has to take into account that such a
variable occurs as well in the type and values of adjacent places. It would not be a
good idea to modify the values accordingly when we want to rename such a variable,
since it would be necessary then to rename in the same way this variable in the
other transitions using it and sharing places with the one for which the renaming is
presently done; hence, it would not be possible to rename freely and independently
each transition area in the re ned net. Therefore, structured annotations of the form
(b; s):(c; e) (cf. Fig. 12 and De nition 18) should be considered as a shorthand for
(b → b; s):(c; e). The  rst occurrence of b is to be viewed as a  xed attribute coming
from t, while the second occurrence is the variable; hence, applying a renaming to
such a structured annotation will replace only the second occurrence. More precisely
(cf. Fig. 12), renaming variable b coming from the hierarchical transition t in the
area of a transition t:t′ into, for instance, b′ replaces each occurrence of variable b
in the area of t:t′, i.e., in its variable set, its label, its guard, and arc inscriptions; in
particular it leads to the structured annotation (b → b′; s):(c; e). Then, in order to  re
t:t′, a binding  for all variables occurring in var(t:t′) has to be found, in particular
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Fig. 17. Illustration of the expansion law.
for b′. The term b → b′ in the structured annotation gives the necessary information
to determine all value trees in the type of an adjacent place, since it speci es which
variable in the modes of t has the value attributed to b′ by .
A last remark concerns a diFerence in the cardinality of the inscription of arcs
w.r.t. previous de nitions of M-nets [10,9]. Re ning a hierarchical transition t by a net
with an in nite number of entry places adjacent to a transition t′, will lead to an arc
inscription for t:t′ with an in nite number of structured annotations. This is due to the
fact that a place in the preset of t gathers all the entry places (and their outgoing arcs)
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Fig. 18. Operator nets for derived composition operators.
into one place (and its outgoing arcs). This is a diFerence with previous de nitions of
M-nets, where only  nite inscriptions of arcs were considered. However, each in nite
arc inscription introduced by a re nement reQects the in nity of the entry interface
of the re ning M-net. Hence, these in nite arc inscriptions are well structured in the
sense that a  nite subset corresponds always to one entry place and its outgoing arcs
(with  nite inscriptions) in the re ning M-net, and unfoldings never yield in nite arc
weights (condf is always enforced).
4.4. Synthesising operators
The usual operators for parallel and sequential composition, choice, and iteration
of the M-net calculus may now be synthesised by means of the general re nement
operation. The (non-parameterised) operator nets (cf. [14]) are given in Fig. 18; the
inscriptions Xi stand for ∅:Xi:∅.
These operator nets may be generalised by allowing any type for each of the places,
any list of net parameters, any arity of the hierarchical actions, any inscription of
arcs, and any guard. Procedures calls, which use some of these generalisations, are the
subject of a companion paper [27].
5. General parameterised recursion
Now we have a general de nition for the parameterised re nement, we are in a
favourable position to extend the recursion operator de ned in [6] (see also [13]) for
Petri box nets, at the M-net level. The recursion {Xi:Ni | i∈ I}N , means ‘replace in N
all Xi’s by Ni’s, ad in nitum’. Like in the low-level case, we will interpret the recursion
{Xi:Ni | i∈ I}N as a kind of ‘limit’ of the re nements N [Xi←Ni[Xi←Ni[· · ·]]] or
N [Xi←Ni][Xi←Ni] : : : and consider their expanded forms (see below for an intuition
about tree expansions and the associated notations, and [13] for more explanations on
low-level tree expansions).
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Fig. 19. A  rst motivating example for the general recursion.
For the moment let us stick to this idea in order to explain the di=culties arising
in this situation, without having yet a formal de nition of the recursion itself. Let us
consider the simple and non-parameterised recursion {X:N}N obtained from the net
depicted in Fig. 19.
We intend to re ne and in nitum the X -labelled transition of M-net N by N itself, in
the form N [X ←N ][X ←N ] : : : To do this, let us de ne N1 =N and Nk =Nk−1[X ←N ]
for k¿1. This makes sense, since each re nement introduces again a hierarchical
X -labelled transition into the provisional result. As we shall soon explain, Fig. 20
shows the generic form of the nets Nk , after some notational simpli cations, together
with the ‘limit net’ {X:N}N .
The variable sets are given by Vi = {b1; d1; : : : ; bi−1; di−1; ai; ci} for i∈{1; : : : ; k} and
Wk = {b1; d1; : : : ; bk ; dk}; the value sets are
and
with %i1 = (bi →1; di →1) and %i2 = (bi →1; di → 2).
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Fig. 20. The generic net Nk and the recursive net {X:N}N for the motivating recursion.
Indeed, let us consider the way we may go from Nk to Nk+1 =Nk [X ←N ], assum-
ing that Nk has the explained form. First, since the re nement requires that there is
no name clash between the variables in the area of the hierarchical transition of Nk
and the variables of the re ning net N , it is a good idea to rename the variables in
N ; we shall do this here by introducing an index k + 1 materialising the fact that
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we are producing a new (single) copy of N at level k + 1. The non-hierarchical
transitions of Nk are untouched, but the annotations on their adjacent arcs get an ad-
ditional !; for instance (a1; e):!k−1 becomes ((a1; e):!k−1; e):!, which we rewrite for
convenience as (a1; e):!k . The hierarchical transition t : : : t of Nk will give birth to
2 transitions: a non-hierarchical one (t : : : t): t1, which we rewrite t : : : t:t1, with vari-
able set Vk+1 =Wk ∪{ak+1; ck+1} and with a structured annotation on the input arc
((b1; e) : : : (bk ; e); e):(ak+1; e), which we rewrite as (b1; e) : : : (bk ; e):(ak+1; e):!0 to make
it closer to the previous annotations (and similarly for the output arc), and a hierar-
chical one (t : : : t): t, which we rewrite t : : : t (but with one more t as before), with a
variable set Wk+1 =Wk ∪{bk+1; dk+1} and with a structured annotation on the input arc
((b1; e) : : : (bk ; e); e):(bk+1; e), which we rewrite again as (b1; e) : : : (bk+1; e).
Let us now consider the way #k+1(e) may be constructed from #k(e), the situation
being somewhat symmetrical for #k+1(x). The transition t : : : t of Nk has 2k enabling
bindings %1v1 ∪ %2v2 ∪ · · · ∪%kvk , with ∀i∈{1; : : : k}: vi ∈{1; 2}, but N only has one entry
place (e) with a single possible value (1), so that #k+1(e) has a single 2-level value
tree:
but since, in the encircled tree, there is a single path from the root whose successive
labels are (t; %1v1 ); : : : ; (t; %
k−1
vk−1 ), leading to a leaf (e; 1), we may (isomorphically) attach
the new leaf to the latter, with a simpler (t; %kvk )-label on the corresponding arc, getting
a (k+1)-level value tree with simple nodes instead of a 2-level value tree with a com-
plex root (this constitutes exactly an instance of the general tree expansion operation
described in [13]). This value tree constitutes the single member of #k+1(e), in the
same way all the other elements give the various components of Nk+1.
The limit net is obtained from Nk by passing to the limit when k→∞, while wiping
out the never ending hierarchical transition.
Obviously, the situation is a bit particular here and the general case may be a lot
more complicated (with copied internal places, many hierarchical transitions at each
level, : : :) but all these cases may be handled by similar devices, and we shall now
detail the end result.
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5.1. A tree nursery
Again the apparent complexity of the de nitions arises from the great generality
which is achieved. In particular, we do not require that the recursion must be guarded,
i.e., hierarchical transitions may be connected to entry and=or exit places in any Ni,
like in the example before.
If we interpret the recursion {Xi:Ni | i∈ I}N as a kind of ‘limit’ of the re nements
N [Xi←Ni | i∈ I ][Xi←Ni | i∈ I ] : : : as above, and if we consider the expanded forms of
them, we are led to the following, which has strong similarities with the de nition for
the re nement operators, with some natural additional complexity: transitions are  nite
sequences of any length (but with speci c constraints) and place values are labelled
trees of any depth (possibly in nite).
Recall that XI = {Xi | i∈ I} is a family of (distinct) hierarchical actions, which might
occur in N or any Ni, i∈ I ; the set TX = {t ∈T | (t)=X } de nes the set of X -labelled
transitions and the set TXI =
⋃
i∈I T
Xi gives the set of hierarchical transitions with labels
in XI . Like in the low-level case (see [6]), the transition set T˜ is the set of all the
 nite non-empty transition sequences 7 such that
• the  rst transition belongs to T ,
• a transition in 7 has a label outside XI iF it is the last one,
• if a transition in 7 has a label Xi(·), with i∈ I , then the next transition belongs to Ti;
and p˜ref is the associated pre x set, i.e., the set of all the (possibly empty, denoted
by ”) transition sequences 7 such that
• the  rst transition, if any, belongs to TXI ,
• if a transition in 7 has a label Xi(·), with i∈ I , and it is not the last one, then the
next transition belongs to TXIi .
Intuitively, a sequence of transitions t:t1 : : : tj−1: tj memorises a sequence of re nements
which originates from a hierarchical transition t in T , goes through hierarchical tran-
sitions t1; : : : ; tj−1 in nets Ni1 ; : : : ; Nij−1 and terminates with a non-hierarchical transition
tj in Nij . Each such sequence will correspond to a transition of the recursive net N˜ .
For any 7∈ p˜ref we shall also denote by N7 the M-net N if 7= ”, and the M-net
Ni if 7 
= ” and its last element has a label Xi(·), and similarly for T7, S7 and the
associated inscriptions.
Example 25. (1) For the recursive M-net {X:N}N in Fig. 20 we have
T˜ = {t1; t:t1; t:t:t1; t:t:t:t1; : : :} and p˜ref = {”; t; t:t; t:t:t; : : :}:
(2) Fig. 21 depicts the components for a second recursion, exhibiting the various
kinds of con gurations. To alleviate the  gure, the variable sets are left implicit and
only some (signi cant and needed later) inscriptions of transitions are given. We intend
to consider the recursive net :{X:NX ; Y:NY ; Z:NZ}N , depicted in Fig. 22. Here we get
T˜ = {t; tx:t1; tx:t′1; tx:tz :t3; tx:tz :t′3; ty:t2; ty:t′y:t2; ty:t′y:t′y:t2; : : :};
p˜ref = {”; tx; tx: tz ; ty; ty: t′y; ty: t′y: t′y; : : :}; furthermore, Ntx : tz =NZ and Nty =Nty : t′y =NY .
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Fig. 21. The components for a second recursion.
Fig. 22. The recursive net {X:NX ; Y:NY ; Z:NZ}N for the example from Fig. 21.
Since the re nement de nition requires that the variables occurring in a re ning net
do not occur elsewhere, we shall rename them accordingly in each diFerent copy of
such a net performed to obtain the result of the recursion. We shall thus denote by
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Fig. 23. General form of place trees.
var7(t) a fresh copy of the variables of t ∈T7, for any 7∈ p˜ref . We shall also denote
accordingly by #7(t) and 7(t) the annotations of t obtained through this renaming of
variables, and by "7(t; s) and "7(s; t) the corresponding arc inscriptions.
As before, when considering (possibly in nite) labelled trees, we will essentially be
interested in their labels, not in the identity of the various nodes, i.e., we will consider
isomorphism classes of such trees.
Like for the de nition of the general re nement, the places of the recursive net
:{Xi:Ni | i∈ I}N will be of two kinds: the interface places and the copied internal
places. The place set is de ned by S˜ = {7:s | 7∈ p˜ref ∧ (s∈ S if 7= ” and s∈ CN7 if
7 
= ”)}= S ∪{7:s | 7∈ p˜ref \{”}∧ s∈ CN7}, the interface places corresponding to 7= ”
and the copied internal places to 7 
= ”.
Denition 26. For any s˜= t1: t2 : : : tn−1:s∈ S˜, #˜(s˜) is the set of all the (isomorphic
classes of) labelled trees of the form given in Fig. 23.
• the root has a label %1:%2 : : : %n−1:u where u∈ #t1 :::tn−1 (s) and %i is an enabling binding
of ti in Nt1 :::ti−1 (i=1; : : : ; n− 1),
• for each tn ∈ s• ∩TXIt1 :::tn−1 , for each enabling binding %n of tn in Nt1 :::tn−1 such that
u∈ "t1 :::tn−1 (s; tn)[%n], there is an arc labelled by (tn; %n) going down to a node labelled
by some arbitrarily chosen pair (e; v) such that e∈ ◦Nt1 :::tn and v∈ #t1 :::tn(e),
• for each node labelled (e′; v′) reached through a sequence of bindings %1; %2; : : : ; %m
of t1; t2; : : : ; tm (m¿n), for each tm+1 ∈ e′• ∩TXIt1 :::tm , for each enabling binding %m+1
of tm+1 in Nt1 :::tm such that v
′ ∈ "t1 :::tm(e′; tm+1)[%m+1], there is an arc labelled by
(tm+1; %m+1) going down to a node labelled by some arbitrarily chosen pair (e′′; v′′)
such that e′′ ∈ ◦Nt1 :::tm+1 and v′′ ∈ #t1 :::tm+1(e′′),
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• for each t′n ∈ •s∩TXIt1 :::tn−1 , for each enabling binding %′n of t′n in Nt1 :::tn−1 such that
u∈ "t1 :::tn−1 (t′n; s)[%′n], there is an arc labelled by (t′n; %′n) coming up from a node la-
belled by some arbitrarily chosen pair (x; w) such that x∈ (Nt1 :::tn−1 : t′n)◦ and
w∈ #t1 :::tn−1 : t′n(x),• for each node labelled (x′; w′) reached through a sequence %1; %2; : : : ; %n−1, %′n ; : : : ; %′m
of bindings t1; : : : ; tn−1; t′n; : : : ; t
′
m (m¿n), for each enabling binding %
′
m+1 of t
′
m+1 in
Nt1 :::t′m such that w
′ ∈ "t1 :::t′m(t′m+1; x′)[%′m+1], there is an arc labelled by (t′m+1; %′m+1)
coming up from a node labelled by some arbitrarily chosen pair (x′′; w′′) such that
x′′ ∈ (Nt′1 :::t′m+1)◦ and w′′ ∈ #t′1 :::t′m+1(x′′).
Example 27. Place types:
(1) Consider the recursive net {X:N}N from Fig. 20. Transition t in N has two
enabling bindings %1 = (b →1; d →1) and %2 = (b →1; d → 2), which leads to two
enabling bindings %i1 = (bi →1; di →1) and %i2 = (bi →1; di → 2) in N t:::t︸︷︷︸
i−1 times
: t1 . The
de nition yields the following types for the places in the recursive net:
i.e., there is a single value tree in #˜(e), and continuously in nitely many value
trees in #˜(x).
(2) For the example from Fig. 21 we will give the new type for the three places e,
tx: tz : i3, and tx: i1 in N˜ = {X:NX ; Y:NY ; Z:NZ}, given in Fig. 22.
First we determine the bindings of the hierarchical transitions in the given nets.
According to its guard, tx has two enabling bindings, %1 = (a →1) and %2 = (a → 2);
there are as well two bindings for ty: )2 = (b → 2) and )3 = (b → 3); transition tz
in NX has the two bindings *4 = (d → 4) and *5 = (d → 5);  nally, the bindings
)6 = (h → 6) and )7 = (h → 7) are enabling for t′y in NY .
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With these notations, the types of e, tx: i1 and tx: tz : i3 in N˜ are:
#˜(tx:tz :i3) = {%1:*4:8; %2:*4:8; %1:*5:8; %2:*5:8}:
Note 4. Notational simpli cation:
The notations above could be slightly simpli ed. Indeed, instead of using pairs (t; %7)
for arc labels in the tree values, where %7 is a binding for the variables in var7(t), i.e.,
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the variables of t as they are renamed in some N7, it is possible to use the corresponding
% for the unrenamed variables of var(t), since the needed renaming, determined by 7,
may be retrieved by looking at the sequence of transitions encountered when going
from the root of the tree to the considered arc. This would allow for instance to drop
all the superscripts in the place types #˜(e) and #˜(x) of Example 27(1).
Note 5. Interface places:
In recursions, contrary to what happened in re nements, the semantical diFerence be-
tween interface places and copied internal places tends to vanish. Indeed, a copied
internal place t1 : : : tn:s with n¿1 may also be an interface place glueing nets copied at
the (n+ 1)th level, through transitions of the form t1 : : : tn: tn+1: tn+2 : : : Hence, a better
distinction would be between the entry=exit interface (◦N˜ = ◦N and N˜ ◦=N ◦, but with
modi ed place types) and internal places ( C˜N = {7:s | s∈ CN7}, with new place types).
5.2. De=nition of the general parameterised recursion
Denition 28. Let N =(S; T; "; ) and Ni =(Si; Ti; "i; i), where i∈ I , be M-nets. The
recursion {Xi:Ni | i∈ I}N is de ned as the M-net N˜ =(S˜ ; T˜ ; "˜; ), with the same pa-
rameters as in N , where
• T˜ is the set de ned above, and for any t˜= t1: t2 : : : tn ∈ T˜
"˜(t˜) =
n⋃
i=1
vart1 :::ti−1 (ti):t1 :::tn−1 (tn)[%t1 :::tn−1 ]:
n⋃
i=1
#t1 :::ti−1 (ti);
where, for i∈{1; : : : ; n − 1}, %t1 :::ti is the substitution ( i;1 → i;1; : : : ;  i;ari → i;ari)
[%t1 :::ti−1 ]; if t1 :::ti−1 (ti)=Xi(i;1; : : : ; i;ari) in Nt1 :::ti−1 and (Ni)= ( i;1; : : : ;  i;ari), and
%” is the empty substitution,
• S˜ is the set de ned above, and for any s˜= t1: t2 : : : tn:s∈ S˜
"˜(s˜) =
{
(s):#˜(s˜) if n = 0;
i:#˜(s˜) if n ¿ 0:
• a transition t˜= t1: t2 : : : tm: tm+1, is backward connected to a place s˜ (i.e., "(s˜; t˜) is non-
empty) iF s˜= t1 : : : tn:s with m¿n and the transition sequence tn+1 : : : tm: tm+1 is such
that tn+1 ∈ s• and, for i= n+2; : : : ; m+1, ti ∈ (◦Nt1 :::ti−1 )•. Then, "(s˜; t˜) is the multiset
sum of all the structured annotations of the form
n:(an+1; s):(an+2; en+2) : : : (am+1; em+1):!∞
such that an+1 ∈ "t1 :::tn(s; tn+1), and for i= n + 2; : : : ; m + 1: ei ∈ ◦Nt1 :::ti−1 and ai ∈
"t1 :::ti−1 (ei; ti), with the product of the various "’s as multiplicity. As usual, 
0 will
simply be omitted.
• "(t˜; s˜) is de ned symmetrically.
We also de ne {Xj:Nj | j∈ I\{i}}Xi:Ni = {Xj:Nj | j∈ I}Ni and X:N = {X:N}N .
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Notice that De nition 28 directly gives an explicit form for the result and does not
de ne recursion as a ‘limit’ still to be constructed. However, it is possible to rephrase
it denotationally as the  xpoint of a monotonic function, like in [4].
Example 29. Recursion:
(1) The reader may check that the recursive net {X:N}N in Fig. 20 is indeed con-
structed with the rule above.
(2) The arc inscriptions for the recursion {X:NX ; Y:NY ; Z:NZ}N for the nets from
Fig. 21 are exhibited in Fig. 22. Not all transition inscriptions are given, like in
Fig. 21. Two especially interesting cases are detailed, however, namely transitions
ty: t2 and ty: t′y: t2.
The  rst one arises from a single re nement of NY into ty; its label is A(k1;  )%ty
=A(k1; b), since variable k in NY is renamed k1 in the copy corresponding to the
pre x 7= ty, and the substitution is given by %ty =( → b).
The second one is constructed analogously and gives A(k2; h1), with %ty : t′y =
( → h1), since variable h is renamed h1 in the same copy of NY as above.
The bindings of t˜= t1 : : : tn are {
⋃n
i=1 %i | ∀i∈{1; : : : ; n}: %i is a binding of ti in
Nt1 :::ti−1}.
Denition 30. Let n:(an+1; s):(an+2; en+2) : : : (am+1; em+1):!∞ be a structured annota-
tion occurring in "(s˜; t˜), with m¿n, s˜= t1: t2 : : : tn:s and t˜= t1: t2 : : : tm+1 as in De ni-
tion 28. The evaluation of this structured annotation for a binding %1 ∪ %2 ∪ · · · ∪%m+1
of t˜ is the set of all the value trees in #(s˜) such that their root is labelled %1 : : : %n:v
with v∈ "t1 :::tn(s; tn+1)[%n+1] and, for i= n + 2; : : : ; m + 1, if the path from the root
with labels (tn+1; %n+1); : : : ; (ti−1; %i−1) leads down to a node labelled (ei; wi), then
wi ∈ "t1 :::ti−1 (ei; ti)[%i].
The evaluation of a structured annotation from "(t˜; s˜) is de ned symmetrically.
It may be seen that the enabling bindings of t˜= t1 : : : tn are the bindings %1 ∪ · · · ∪%n
such that, for each i∈{1; : : : ; n}, %i is an enabling binding for ti in Nt1 :::ti−1 .
Example 31. Evaluation:
(1) In the recursive net :{X:N}N in Fig. 20, the transition t:t1 has 4 enabling bindings
{%1i ∪ %2j | i; j∈{1; 2}}, and
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(2) In the recursive net {X:NX ; Y:NY ; Z:NZ}N in Fig. 22, the transition tx: tz : t′3 has 4
enablings bindings {%i ∪ *j ∪’8 | i∈{1; 2} and j∈{4; 5}} with ’8 = (o → 8), and
2:(o; i3):!∞[%i ∪ *j ∪ ’8] = {%i:*j:8}:
5.3. Properties of the general parameterised recursion
It may be shown that the result of a recursion is always an M-net, that it is an
M-box if we start from M-boxes, and that conditions condf and conde are preserved.
Theorem 32. Domain preservation:
(1) If N and each Ni is an M-net, so is {Xi:Ni | i∈ I}N ,
(2) If N and each Ni is an M-box, so is {Xi:Ni | i∈ I}N .
Moreover, since the de nition mimics faithfully the recursion de nition introduced
for Petri box nets in [6,13], and uses the same kind of devices as for the re nement,
a  rst basic property extends Theorem 21.
Theorem 33. Commutativity of general recursion and unfolding:
For any M-nets N and Ni (i∈ I), for any global binding '∈ ((N ), up to isomor-
phism, U({Xi:Ni | i∈ I}N; ')= {Xi('i):U(Ni; 'i) | i∈ I; 'i ∈ ((Ni)}U(N; ').
Proof. Similar to what we did for the re nement.
The following theorem generalises at the M-net level a similar property mentioned
in [6] for low-level nets.
Theorem 34. Some properties of the general recursion operator:
Up to isomorphism, we have
(i) {Xi:Ni | i∈ I}N =N [Xi← {Xj:Nj | j∈ I}Ni | i∈ I ]
this substitution property generalises the classical =xpoint equation for simple
recursions: X:N =N [X ← X:N ], and may still be generalised as a general ex-
pansion law for recursion:
(ii) Let {Ni | i∈ I} be the smallest families of nets such that, for any i∈ I and J ⊆ I :
• {Xj:Nj | j∈ J}Ni ∈Ni,
• if for any j∈ J : N ′j ∈Nj, then Ni[Xj←N ′j | j∈ J ]∈Ni.
If for any i∈ I and j∈ J : N ′i ∈Ni and N ′′j ∈Nj, then
{Xi:Ni | i ∈ I}N = {Xi:N ′i | i ∈ I}(N [Xj ← N ′′j | j ∈ J ]):
Proof (Sketch). (i) Results from the de nition of the general parameterised re nement
and the form of the value trees and names of places and transitions.
(ii) Results from systematic groupings of adjacent nodes in value trees and corre-
sponding subsequences in the names of places and transitions.
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6. Conclusion
We have de ned a general parameterised re nement as an extension of the gen-
eral re nement operator for M-nets proposed in [16], with all the desired properties.
Similarly, recursion has been extended to the same framework, with the same kind of
properties as in the low-level domain.
In our knowledge, no other high-level framework possesses an equally general re-
 nement and recursion mechanism satisfying the desired algebraic properties (see how-
ever [5]). The basic ideas of this paper are most likely applicable to other high-level
Petri net models (see for instance [14]), although the formalisation is only given here
for the M-net calculus.
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